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A combined magnetometer and turara electromagnetic survey was curried 

out for ProbaxWirea nines in June 10^^, by Kore.-u, Wooded t Company ltd. The 

ares surveyed was the north half of Lot 10, Con. I, in Carnegie Towns! ip. The 

property is loc.vte'.'. l? milne north of Tirudns, Ontario. Access w;,* Bade by 

helicor-ter from Tisnins.

The purpose o*" thi? survey vac to loctte aub-aurface conductors tfiich 

Ri^hl prove tu be s'jlpliidp bodice of economic importance, One veak conductor 

wits located. The nccoiajiiinyinf; naps show the trea surveyed am5, the result* 

obtained ,

TURAK - This survey w&e carried out with the Ttiraa aothod, an inductive 

electromagnetic ra?thod using a fixed prin&ry source in the fora of t large 

horizontal loop, energized by an fcltematinc current at 660 c.ps. The ruceiv- 

ir\z syrtcm consists of two coils 100 feet apart, connected to fe compensator 

vMch TOasuros fie Id- strength ratios and phase differences in degrees between 

successive points on trfrersfts outside end perpendicular to a long side of a 

rectangular loop. The presence of conductors is indicated by abnormal field- 

strength ration and phase differences. Both the phase difference reading* and 

the reduced field-strength r&tios are plotted AS curves at points nd.d-i*ay be 

tween the coil positions. The reduced ratios are the measured ratios divided 

by the normal ratios. The nornal ratios can be calculated from the geometry 

of t^e primary loop and from the loc&tion of the points at w.'.ich the readings 

were taken in rolat^onship to the loop,

The relative uraplitudes of the field-strength ratios and phas*
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differences are a measure of tha conductivity of the conducting bodies, 

i.e. the response of good conductors will ah o w mainly field-strength ratio 

distortion, of poor conductors predominately phase distortion* A typical 

curve over a conductor shows field-strength ratio reading s greater than 

unity together with negative phase readings* 

jKASWrnc - A Sharp* fluxgate wadel W+l aagnctojaflttri which measures th*

vortical couponent of the earth's magnetic fiftld, was used for this survey. 

The readings were recorded to th*i noarcst half division (10 gararAs) and 

hiiva beon plotted in gawseai above or below an arbitrary bast la vol. Diurnal 

variations vrer* recorded by neans of rapeatcd ruadingo at previously est 

ablished Mse-stations, ' 

RCSUI..TS

survey indicates that ft rslativoly Magnetic rode*

type, about too fee-t wide, strikes at H&J0** across t^ie property from 2 
O to 12H at 26 4-20 W, A depth of 160 feet was calculutod on Lint 12W,

conductor of low conductivity was outlined by the Turaa survey. 

It strikes R-w between Linea 1SW and 20W at 21M* The oalowleted depth is 130 

feet on Line 20W* There appears to be no negnetlo correlation with this con 

ductor, Several ot^^r anomalous indications ware obtained but these are deemed 

to be chie to tho conductivity of the overburden* these effects were noted 

particularly in t ha vicinity of Kidd Creek*

AS the conductor is relatively weak, it Is probably due to graphitic 

. However, there is always the possibility that disseminated sulphides 

way also b  present* Further work on the oondtictor should be considered If 

is other evidence to sugcest the possibility of sulphides,

JORKAU, HOODAHD A COKPARY
"i j-

7i A* Voodard, P, Kng,
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INTRODUCTION

The Area Mines Ltd., - i-'robex Ltd., Carnegie Group 

consists of four claims, numbered P 81623 to P 81626 inclusive, 

comprising the N-*r lot 10 concession 1. The claims were staked 

in 1965 as favourable ground in the vicinity of the 

Texas Gulf Sulphur discovery in Kidd Township,

Magnetometer and Turam electromagnetic surveys 

were conducted in 1965 and a weak conductor tested by one 

drill hole.

Considering that Turam surveys are adversely affected 

by overburden it was decided to make an additional test of 

the claims using a deep penetration vertical loop method* 

The survey and results are described in this report.

The claims are owned jointly by Area Mines Ltd., 

P.O Box 49 Toronto-Dominion Centre, Toronto, Ontario and 

Frobex Ltd., Suite 1200, 55 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario.

The surveys were done by Geophysical Engineering 

and Surveys Ltd., 2189 Algonquin Ave., North Bay, Ontario. 

The instrument operator was A. McClemens, 8 McDonald Avenue 

Rouyn, P.Q. The work was done under the direct supervision 

of the writer during the period December 13 to 30, 1969. 

LOCATION ft ACCESS

The claims are located in the southwest corner of 

Carnegie Township a distance of approximately 18 miles to 

the north of Tinmins, Ontario. Approximate co-ordinates 

are 48 0 43' north 81 0 28' west,

Acces^3 is by helicopter from Timmins, Ontario,
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SURVEY METHODS

The old system of picket lines on the property was 

located. A new base line was established along the north 

boundary of the property and the old lines brushed out and 

re-chained from that line,

The survey was done with a McPhar model SS15 1000- 

5000 cps. vertical, loop electromagnetic unit. The description 

of the instrument and principles of the dip angle method are 

described in Appendix A.

In this survey the 1000 cycle frequency only was 

used. Three transmitter setups were used, the first two 

located in the north half and south half of the survey area 

respectively enabled survey of all lines except .line 12+00 

west. The maximum transmitter receiver interval used was 

1200 feet and readings were taken 800-feet on each side of 

the transmitter station. The third transmitter setup 

enabled a survey of the north half of line 12+00 west. Due 

to negative results on adjoining lines, no attempt was 

made to survey the? south half of that line.

The results have been plotted on the accompanying map 

as dip angle profiles. 

SURVEY RESULTS

The survey located two distinct one line cross 

overs. One coincides with the conductor drilled in 1965.

The second livjs to the southeast on line 4+OOW and is a broad 

feature with poor conductivity.

Sever?! other weak indio.-itions of conductivity

are present in the north part of the property. Those on 

lines 8+OOW, 12+OOW and 20+OOW lie along the expected strike
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of the cross-over on line 4+OOW and may indicate a continuous 

zone up to 2000 feet in length. The conductivity is much too 

weak to be certain however*

The south half of the claims has no indications 

of conductivity. 

GEOLOGY

The hole drilled to test the Turam conductor 

intersected fine-grained tuffs with layers of graphite at 

random intervals, dark grey cherty rhyolite and coarse andesite. 

The graphite layers probably explain the conductor*

The strike of formations would appear to be more or 

less east-west. Dips in the drill hole were 600 to 65 0 to 

the south, 

APPRAISAL

The vertical loop electromagnetic survey confirmed 

the Turam conductor on one line but failed to locate it on 

adjoining lines. It is possible however that it could be 

traced with a transmitter setup on line 16+00 West on 

the axis of the conductor.

The conductor on line 4*00 West was not located 

by the Turam survey yet appears to be stronger than the one 

to the northeast. It is possible that this anomaly can be 

traced to the west however a transmitter setup near the axis 

on line 4+00 West failed to locate any indications on line 

8+00 West alth' ugh possible weak conductivity was located on 

line 1 '^+OQ W es L.

The nt,-w conductor, from the evidence available, appears

to "be a separate anomaly lying to the south of the one drilled. 

It is weak and impossible to trace with the equipment used.
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There is no magnetic attraction thus/iis interpreted to

be a graphite zone in the volcanics.



SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS A RKGOIfflTSNIUTIONS

A deep penetration vertical loop electromagnetic 

survey of the Area Mines Ltd., - Frobex Ltd*, property in 

Carnegie Township was conducted in December 1969.

The new survey cxonfirmed the presence of a conductor 

located by a Turam survey in 1965 and located a second 

stronger conductor. This is, however, a broad feature with 

poor conductivity that is definite on one line only. Very 

weak indications of conductivity suggest an extension for as 

much as 1800 feet to the west however the instrument used does 

not have the sensitivity required to trace the zone, The 

conductivity of the source is weak and the overburden deep 

and highly conductive,

A detailed survey of the conductor with the modified 

sharpe S.E 200 used by the company is recommended when a 

geophysical crew is available in the area. Drilling should 

be considered at a later date.

ACCOMPANYING MAPS

1. Dwg. 3274 - "Vertical Loop E.M, Survey",
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